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We present new limits on exotic keV-scale physics based on 478 kg d of Majorana Demonstrat-

or commissioning data. Constraints at the 90% confidence level are derived on bosonic dark matter
(DM) and solar axion couplings, Pauli exclusion principle violating (PEPv) decay, and electron decay
using mono-energetic peak signal-limits above our background. Our most stringent DM constraints

are set for 11.8 keV mass particles, limiting gAe <4.5 ×10−13 for pseudoscalars and α′

α
< 9.7×10−28

for vectors. We also report a 14.4 keV solar axion coupling limit of geffAN × gAe < 3.8 × 10−17, a
1

2
β2 < 8.5 × 10−48 limit on the strength of PEPv electron transitions, and a lower limit on the

electron lifetime of τe > 1.2 × 1024 y for e− → ‘invisible’.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d38

The Majorana Demonstrator, described in detail39

in Ref. [1], is a neutrinoless double-beta decay (0νββ) ex-40

periment located 4850 ft underground at the Sanford Un-41

derground Research Facility in Lead, SD [2]. Majora-42

na consists of two separate custom ultra-low background43

modules, each containing 7 arrays of P-type point contact44

(PPC) high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors with a45

total mass of 44.1 kg, of which 29.7 kg is enriched to 88%46

76Ge.47

The geometry of the PPC detectors results in low ca-48

pacitance, reduced electronic noise, and permits good en-49

ergy resolution with very low energy thresholds. In ad-50

dition, PPC HPGe detectors have advantageous pulse-51

shape discrimination capabilities [3–5]. Previous experi-52

ments have exploited these capabilities to perform high-53

sensitivity searches for light WIMP and bosonic dark54
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matter (DM) [6–8] as well as 0νββ decay searches [9–55

11].56

In this letter, we set limits on multiple keV-scale rare-57

event interactions from mono-energetic signal limits with58

478 kg d of Majorana commissioning data. Bosonic59

pseudoscalar (i.e. axion-like) and vector DM, with mass-60

scale of 1-100 keV, offer an explanation for the observed61

sub-galactic structure in the universe, assuming a large62

number density compensates for their light mass. With63

suitable electronic coupling strength, they may be de-64

tectable via a pseudoscalar or vector-electric effect that65

is analogous to photoelectric absorption [12–14]. In addi-66

tion, we report limits on the coupling of 14.4 keV solar ax-67

ions competing in the M1 transition of 57Fe nuclei, Pauli68

Exclusion Principle violating (PEPv) electronic transi-69

tions, and electron decay, e− → ‘invisible’.70

Majorana relies on careful material selection and71

handling [15] to reduce intrinsic and extrinsic radioactive72

background, making it well-suited for dark matter and73

other rare-event searches. Majorana modules are sur-74

rounded by a copper shield, a lead shield, an active muon75

veto [16], and a polyethylene neutron shield. Within the76

shielding, radon is purged via liquid nitrogen boil-off.77

The inner 5 cm of the copper shield, the cryostats that78

house the detectors, and the crystal support structures79

are fabricated from radiopure (<0.1 µBq/kg U) copper80

electroformed in an underground facility.81

The data presented here were acquired during the82

June 30 to Sept. 22, 2015 commissioning of Majora-83

na Module 1 (M1). During this time, Module 2 was84

under construction and not operational. The shield was85

incomplete: the innermost 5 cm of electroformed copper86

shielding was not yet installed, the active muon-veto sys-87

tem wasn’t finished, and the exterior neutron shielding88

did not fully enclose the inner layers. Shielding inside89

and outside the vacuum and cryogenic services still had90

to be added. The natural (unenriched) detectors had a91

high cosmogenic background compared to the enriched92

detectors because of different handling procedures, and93

were only used here for systematic studies, see Fig. 1.94

Seven of the enriched detectors were inoperable due to95

failed electrical connections or high noise rates. The ac-96

tive mass of the remaining 13 enriched detectors was com-97

puted from detector dead layer measurements provided98

by ORTEC [17] and verified via collimated 133Ba source99

scans, totaling 10.06± 0.13 kg. The commissioning live-100

time was 47.503 ± 0.001 d, resulting in an exposure of101

478± 6 kg d.102

The data-acquisition (DAQ) system is controlled and103

monitored by the ORCA software package [18]. Signals104

from the PPC detectors are amplified and shaped by105

a custom low-noise resistive-feedback pre-amplifier with106

a measured equivalent noise charge (ENC) of ∼85 eV107

in Ge-detector-equivalent FWHM resolution [19]. The108

amplifier provides low-gain and high-gain outputs that109

are digitized separately by a custom 14-bit 100 MHz110
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy spectra from 195 kg d of natu-
ral (blue) and 478 kg d of enriched (red) detector data. A fit
of the background model (linear + tritium beta spectrum +
68Ge K-shell) to the enriched spectrum is also shown (dotted
black). The background rate and slope, along with the tri-
tium and K-shell rate were floated in the fit. The background
fit χ2/NDF is 75.7/85. Cosmogenic isotopes in the natural
detectors produce peaks at 10.36 keV (68Ge), 8.9 keV (65Zn),
and 6.5 keV (55Fe) on top of a tritium beta decay continuum.
The FWHM of the 10.4 keV peak is ∼0.4 keV. The spectrum
shown does not include a T/E cut acceptance correction.

VME-based digitizer designed for the GRETINA experi-111

ment [20]. Signals are digitized continuously and triggers112

are generated when the output of a firmware-based trape-113

zoidal filter trigger exceeds the pre-set threshold for that114

channel. An internal pulser (∼0.1 Hz), implemented by115

injecting charge through capacitive coupling to the gate116

of the preamplifier’s front-end JFET, is used to monitor117

detector live time and gain stability.118

Transient and other irregular noise pulses from the119

DAQ hardware contaminate the energy-spectrum be-120

tween 2− 70 keV. Most of the non-physical waveforms are121

due to accidental re-triggering during baseline restora-122

tion after pulser events. These are removed by eliminat-123

ing events with more than one detector hit or by using124

pulse-shape discrimination. The acceptance of these cuts125

is 99.98% with negligible uncertainty.126

Slow pulse waveforms with rise-times of∼1 µs or longer127

constitute a significant background below 30 keV, as rec-128

ognized by previous experiments [6–8, 21]. Slow pulses129

are energy-degraded events that originate in low-field re-130

gions of the detector near the surface dead layer, where131

diffusion is the dominant mode of charge transport. At132

energies <10 keV, discriminating slow pulses using pulse133

rise-time measurements becomes difficult since signal to134

noise ratio decreases with energy.135

A more robust parameter, T/E, was developed to tag136

slow-pulses. A trapezoidal filter with a 100 ns ramp time137

and a 10 ns flat-top time was applied to each waveform,138
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and the maximum (T ) value of the result was measured.139

The T -value was normalized by an energy parameter,140

(E), which was reconstructed offline by finding the max-141

imum [22] of a trapezoidal filtered waveform with a fil-142

ter rise time of 4 µs and flat-top time of 2.5 µs. This143

parameter exhibited good separation between fast and144

slow-pulse waveforms down to ∼3 keV, below the 5 keV145

analysis threshold.146

The signal acceptance of the T/E cut was measured147

by capacitively injecting simulated signal pulses of vary-148

ing amplitude directly onto the detector’s outer contact149

using a precision waveform generator. The energy depen-150

dent acceptance was determined by finding the fraction151

of these events that pass the cut at set pulse amplitudes.152

An error function was fit to the acceptance fractions to es-153

timate the acceptance between pulser-peak events. Only154

3 of the 13 analysis detectors were instrumented with the155

required electronics to perform this test and the smallest-156

valued (most conservative) acceptance function, ranging157

from 96% at 5 keV to 100% at 20 keV, was applied in158

the DM rate analysis, Eq 4. The detector acceptance159

functions varied by at most 1%. The energy dependent160

acceptance uncertainty was determined from the error161

function fit:162

η(E) =
Erf(E − µ)√

2σ
(1)

The fit values were µ = −26 ± 4 keV and σ = 13.7 ±163

1.7 keV with a strong anti-correlation, corr(µ, σ) ∼ −1.164

A 228Th line source inserted into a helical calibration165

track surrounding the cryostat was used for energy cal-166

ibration. Multiple calibration periods were interspersed167

between background data collection to track and account168

for long-term drift in gain. Statistically significant peaks169

in the 228Th decay chain energy spectrum were used to170

calibrate the energy spectra of each detector indepen-171

dently. To extend our calibration to lower energies, we172

included the measured baseline noise as the zero point173

energy in the fit. For an overview of the calibration sys-174

tem, see [23].175

We combined the calibration spectra from the 13 de-176

tectors, and summed a total of 102.8 hours of calibration177

data over all of the calibration periods. The resulting178

high statistics spectrum permitted peaks from Bi X-rays179

and from Th and Pb gamma rays. These were used to180

help quantify biases and uncertainties in the energy scale181

below 120 keV. A small systematic offset in the energy-182

scale (ES) of ∼0.2 keV from known peak energies was ob-183

served in this region. The offset is consistent with resid-184

ual digitizer nonlinearity effects, which were estimated185

by comparing energy measurements from low-gain and186

high-gain channels. A linear correction (∆E):187

∆E(ES) = αE(ES − 95.0 keV) + E0 , (2)

was applied to mitigate the offset. The parameters αE =188

−0.0014± 0.0008 and E0 = −0.256± 0.016 keV were de-189

termined by fitting a line to the peak-centroid offset val-190

ues of the low-statistics peaks between 70 and 120 keV.191

The correlation coefficient was corr(αE, E0) = −0.22.192

The correction was then extrapolated to lower energies.193

As a check, the predicted offset at 10.36 keV, the 68Ge194

cosmogenic K-shell cascade peak, was computed and195

found to be −0.12 ± 0.07 keV. In the natural detectors,196

this peak was measured at 10.22 keV, and is consistent197

with the correction model prediction in Eq. 2 to within198

the parameter uncertainties. We are improving our non-199

linearity correction and expect to remove this offset in200

future analyses.201

A multi-peak fitting routine was applied to the202

summed 228Th calibration spectrum to determine the203

energy-dependent widths (σ) of peaks in the 1-260 keV204

energy range. The widths were fit to:205

σE(E) =
√

σ2
0 + 〈ε〉FE , (3)

with resulting fit values of σ0 = 0.16 ± 0.04 keV and206

F = 0.11±0.02. The fit parameters were fully correlated,207

corr(σ0, F ) ∼ 1. The constant 〈ε〉 = 2.96 eV, is the208

average energy required to produce an electron-hole pair209

in Ge.210

Limits on pseudoscalar dark matter axio-electric cou-211

pling were calculated using a method similar to [24]. For212

comparison with other experiments, we set the Milky213

Way halo density to ρDM = 0.3 GeV cm−3 [25] and214

assumed that pseudoscalar DM constitutes the total den-215

sity. The expected number of detected counts, dN/dE at216

energy E, assuming a pseudoscalar mass of mA in keV,217

is given by [24, 26],218

dN

dE
(E;mA) = ΦDM (mA)σAe(mA)

η(E)
1√

2πσE(mA)
exp

(

− (E −mA)
2

2σ2
E(mA)

)

MT , (4)

219

ΦDM = ρDM

vA
mA

= 7.8× 10−4

(

1

mA

)

· β [/barn/day],

(5)

σAe(mA) = σpe(mA)
g2Ae

β

3m2
A

16παm2
e

(

1− β
2

3

3

)

. (6)

where β = vA/c is the average DM velocity with respect220

to the earth, ΦDM is the average DM flux at Earth, σAe221

is the axio-electric cross section as a function of energy,222

σE is the energy resolution at E = mA (given by Eq. 3),223

MT is the exposure of the detectors used in this analysis,224

and η(E) is the T/E cut acceptance function (Eq. 1). In225

Eq. 6, σpe is the photoelectric cross section in Ge [27].226

In this analysis, the peak energy of interest is the pseu-227

doscalar mass (mA). We take β = 0.001 [24, 28], roughly228

the mean of the dark matter velocity distribution with229

respect to the Earth.230
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The 90% UL on the pseudoscalar
axion-like particle dark mater coupling from the Majora-

na Demonstrator (red) compared to EDELWEISS [24] (or-
ange), XMASS [33] (dark green), and XENON [28] (blue).
XENON has recently published an erratum [34] (dashed blue).
Results by LUX (dashed, light green) have not yet been pub-
lished [35], and new results from CDEX [32] (dashed, black)
are available on the arXiv [32].

We place an upper limit on the pseudoscalar dark231

matter coupling constant, gAe, at multiple mA values232

between 5-100 keV using an unbinned profile likelihood233

method [29–31]. The likelihood function incorporates a234

DM signal PDF that is modeled separately with Eq. 4 for235

each individual mA value, a linear background, the tri-236

tium spectrum and a 10.36 keV cosmogenic x-ray peak.237

A multi-dimensional Gaussian penalty term floats the238

nuisance parameters (αE , E0, σE , and η) in the like-239

lihood function according to their covariance matrices.240

The penalty term affects the final limit by a few percent241

at most. The best fit to the background model is shown242

in Fig. 1.243

A comparison of our gAe-limits, as a function of pseu-244

doscalar mass, to previous results is shown in Fig. 2.245

Our limits are an improvement over other germanium ex-246

periments, EDELWEISS [24] and CDEX [32], especially247

for mA < 18.6 keV due to the low cosmogenic activ-248

ity in Majorana enriched detectors. The XMASS [33]249

experiment has the best limits for mA > 40 keV. Two250

XENON limits are shown: the original published in [28]251

(solid), and a correction from an erratum [34] (dashed).252

Preliminary LUX results [35] are comparable to the re-253

vised XENON results. Currently the xenon experiments:254

XMASS, XENON, and LUX report the best limits due255

to the >10× larger exposure of their fiducial mass.256

Using the same data and analysis technique with a257

gaussian modeled signal, we also set limits on the elec-258

tronic coupling of vector bosonic DM [12]. The interac-259

tion rate for vector DM is:260

ΦDM (mV )σV e(mV ) =
4× 1023

mV

(

α′

α

)

σpe(mV )

A
[/kg/d],

(7)
where A is the atomic mass of Ge, mV is the vector bo-261

son mass in keV, and α′ is the coupling of vector DM to262

electrons, analogous to the electromagnetic fine structure263

constant, α. The expected number of detector counts at264

energy E is found by replacing the axio-electric inter-265

action rate in Eq. 4 with the vector-electric rate, with266

mV substituted for mA. Limits on the vector coupling267

from the unbinned likelihood analysis described above268

are shown in Fig. 3. In the case of vector DM, the exper-269

imental constraints are more stringent than astrophysical270

limits, excepting red giant (RG) stars.271
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The 90% UL on the vector parti-
cle dark mater coupling from the Majorana Demonstrat-

or (red) compared to the astrophysical limits (dashed) from
the gamma background (orange), the observed dark mat-
ter abundance (black), HB stars (blue), and RG stars (ma-
roon) [12, 36]. Experimental results (solid) from XMASS [33]
(green) along with a 2σ limit computed from XENON100 [28]
data by H. An, et al. [37] are also shown.

In addition to generic pseudoscalar and vector DM, we272

analyzed our sensitivity to solar axions. 57Fe has a large273

solar abundance and its first excited state at 14.4 keV is274

thermally excited within the Sun’s interior. Axion emis-275

sion is possible from the decay of this state [38]. Electric276

coupling of these axions to atomic electrons in the detec-277

tor would manifest as a peak at 14.4 keV. No such peak278

was observed in Majorana, and a limit on the prod-279

uct of the effective axio-nuclear coupling, geffAN , of solar280

axions (see [39]) and the axio-electric coupling, gAe, was281

determined. Replacing the flux in Eq. 5 with [24]282

Φ14.4 = β3 × 4.56× 1023(geffAN )2 [/cm2/s], (8)

and substituting mA in Eq. 4 with 14.4 keV, we use the283

unbinned likelihood analysis to determine a limit on the284
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coupling constant. Since this is a mono-energetic transi-285

tion, the reduced axion velocity, β, depends on the mass286

of the axion, which can range from zero to 14.4 keV. In287

the low mass limit where β → 1, we find a 90% UL of288

geffAN × gAe < 3.8× 10−17. A comparison of the Majora-289

na and EDELWEISS coupling limits is shown in Fig. 4.290
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The 90% UL coupling of 14.4-keV so-
lar axions from the Majorana Demonstrator (red) data
compared with the limit set by EDELWEISS (orange). The
product of the axio-nuclear coupling in the sun and the axio-
electric coupling in the detector is shown. Comparative as-
trophysical limits assuming geffAN follows the DFSZ model is
shown in Ref. [24].

Two other non-DM related rare-event searches were291

carried out using the low energy data and analysis, a292

Pauli Exclusion violating decay and an electron decay293

search. While the Pauli Exclusion Principle is a fun-294

damental law of nature, its physical origin is still not295

fully understood [40–45]. Majorana searched for the296

PEPv transition of an L-shell Ge electron to the K-shell297

that would manifest as a 10.6 keV [44] shoulder on the298

10.36 keV 68Ge peak. Using the unbinned likelihood299

method with a generic signal plus background model, we300

set a 90% CL on the excess signal rate of 0.03 /kg/d.301

This equates to a lifetime τ > 2.0 × 1031 s. Comparing302

to the 1.7× 10−16 s lifetime of a standard Kα transition303

in Ge, one derives an upper limit on the PEPv param-304

eter 1
2
β̂2 < 8.5 × 10−48, a ∼35% improvement over the305

previous limit [46].306

Our data can also be used to set a limit on the decay of307

the electron. Charge conservation arises from an exact308

gauge symmetry of quantum electrodynamics with the309

associated gauge boson being exactly massless. Even so,310

the possibility of its violation has been theoretically ex-311

plored [47–53]. For example, the charge-conservation vi-312

olating process e− → νν̄ν would produce an atomic-shell313

hole. If an electron disappears from the K shell of a Ge314

atom, resulting atomic emissions will deposit 11.1 keV315

of energy within the detector. We search for events of316

this characteristic energy as possible indications of elec-317

tron decay using a similar analysis as for the PEPv and318

solar axion search. We determined a lifetime limit of319

>1.2×1024 y. The best limit on the lifetime for this pro-320

cess is >2.4×1024 y (90% CL) [54].321

We found no indication of new physics that would man-322

ifest as a peak in the energy-spectrum of the Module 1323

commissioning data presented in this paper. Upgrades to324

Majorana, detector repairs, and the addition of Mod-325

ule 2, will significantly improve the sensitivity to new326

physics. Lower background rates in subsequent data sets327

have already been observed with the installation of the328

inner electroformed-copper and additional polyethylene329

neutron shielding. Analysis thresholds below 5 keV will330

allow us to constrain additional processes including light-331

WIMP scattering.332
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